Molecular basis of force development by skeletal muscles during and after stretch.
When activated skeletal muscles are stretched at slow velocities, force increases in two phases: (i) a fast increase, and (ii) a slow increase. The transition between these phases is commonly associated with the mechanical detachment of cross-bridges from actin. This phenomenon is referred to as force enhancement during stretch. After the stretch, force decreases and reaches steady-state at levels that are higher than the force produced at the corresponding length during purely isometric contractions. This phenomenon is referred to as residual force enhancement. The mechanisms behind the increase in force during and after stretch are still a matter of debate, and have physiological implications as human muscles perform stretch contractions continuously during daily activity. This paper briefly reviews the potential mechanisms to explain stretch forces, including an increased number of cross-bridges attached to actin, an increased strain in cross-bridges upon stretch, the influence of passive elements upon activation and sarcomere length non-uniformities.